Welcome! The intent of this newsletter is to provide a summary of recent accomplishments of the School of Economics Faculty. The newsletter will be issued three times per year, and each issue will contain publications, presentations, and other materials available since the last newsletter edition.

**Journal Articles Accepted or Published**


---

**Awards & Honors**

**Robby Rosenman** received the Honors Thesis Advisor Award for co-advising Lauryn Ringwood with Tom Powers from Human Development.

**Jill McCluskey** was named to the Editorial Board of the European Review of Agricultural Economics.

---

**Miscellaneous News**

**Ben and Rachel Cowan** are expecting their third daughter in late January.

**Jill McCluskey** was the organizer of "First Annual Policy Issues Symposium on Crystallizing Priorities for R&D and Technology Policy in Renewable Energy," Rauser Research Institute, Grass Valley, CA, November 4 & 5, 2011.
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Professional Presentations


Other Publications — Book Chapters, Bulletins, Grant Reports and Extension Bulletins
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Seminars and Presentations
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Debate Panelist


Invited papers


Poster Presentations


Outreach Presentations


Popular Press Articles written by Faculty


New SES Working Papers

